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Brains had the Laser truck's beam set on the broadest width, but even with that, he knew it would
still take time to make a tunnel through the last few feet. He had set it to hollow out the snow two
feet in, and moved it in a circle, to widen the tunnel as well as broaden it. Fortunately, instead of
simply melting the snow, he was able to heat it to a steam. He didn't need water running toward
him, and possibly causing the Laser Truck to lose traction. The steam did melt some of the snow,
but not enough to do what he'd feared. 

It was half an hour before his sensors told him that he was within an inch of the door. The tunnel
was six feet high and three feet wide. That's enough to walk through, only slightly bent over for
anyone. And the medical team will be able to bring the antigravity stretchers in and out with little
trouble. "Mobile Control from Laser Truck."

"Go ahead, Einstein."

"The tunnel is complete to an inch from the door. And -- wait a minute," He looked into the tunnel
one more time. "Correction. The door is exposed. My last pass must have melted the snow
enough to be able to get it open with minimal trouble.

"F-A-B, Einstein. We're waiting for Tynan to arrive and..." Scott was interrupted by the sound of
vehicles approaching the area. "Well, well. It looks like the World Government was able to send its
security agents in time after all. Go ahead and take the Laser Truck back to the pod, so we can
start the next phase of the rescue."

F-A-B, Maverick. On my way."
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